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Abstract In an animated scene, geometry and lighting
often change in an unpredictable way. Rendering
algorithms based on Monte Carlo methods are usually
employed to precisely capture all features of an
animated scene. However, Monte Carlo methods
typically take a long time to produce a noise-free
image. In this paper, we propose a variance reduction
technique for Monte Carlo methods which exploits
coherence between frames. Firstly, we introduce a
dual cone model to measure the incident coherence
intersecting camera rays in object space. Secondly, we
allocate multiple frame buffers to store image samples
from consecutive frames. Finally, the color of a pixel
in one frame is computed by borrowing samples from
neighboring pixels in current, previous, and subsequent
frames. Our experiments show that noise is greatly
reduced by our method since the number of effective
samples is increased by use of borrowed samples.
Keywords physically based rendering; Monte Carlo
methods; ray tracing; global illumination;
animation
1 Introduction
Physically based animation has widespread
applications in the movie industry, architectural
design, and visualization. In computer graphics,
Monte Carlo methods are the most practical way to
render animated scenes. However, the convergence
of Monte Carlo methods is inherently slow—it
is typically a time consuming task for rendering
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systems based on pure Monte Carlo methods to
produce a noise-free image. Although there are
some caching techniques such as irradiance caching
and photon mapping which can provide smooth
images, they usually suffer from flickering problems
because of bias. Despite having been studied for
decades, variance reduction is still an open area full
of challenges.
In this paper, we propose a novel variance
reduction technique for Monte Carlo methods used
to render animated scenes. We use a dual cone
model to measure the coherence between radiance
samples centered at the intersection of the camera
ray with the scene. Coherence is a metric used to
describe the similarity of radiance samples, which
enables a pixel to reuse samples from its neighboring
pixels with a suitable weight. Sample reuse happens
over a sequence of consecutive frames instead of a
single frame. Thus, multiple frame buffers must be
allocated to store the samples (instead of color) from
each frame. The contribution of our work includes
two parts. Firstly, we introduce a scheme for inter-
frame sample reuse. Secondly, we provide a criterion
to avoid using invalid samples.
2 Related work
Traced global illumination is mainly used to
produce physically based images in an unbiased
way for animated scenes with moving objects
and dynamic lighting. Refs. [1] and [2] seamlessly
integrate photon mapping and bidirectional path
tracing into a more robust combined rendering
algorithm via multiple importance sampling,
overcoming shortcomings of traditional bidirectional
path tracing. Ref. [3] proposed gradient-domain
rendering for Monte Carlo image synthesis. They
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found that estimating image gradients is also
possible using standard Monte Carlo algorithms,
and furthermore, even without changing the
sample distribution, this leads to significant
error reduction. Ref. [3] introduced a bidirectional
formulation for light transport and a set of weighting
strategies to significantly reduce the bias in VPL
(virtual point light)-based rendering algorithms.
Because of the need to be unbiased, the samples must
be used independently, which limits the possibility
for reuse of samples. Ref. [4] used statistical
dependency between the outputs and inputs of a
rendering system to reduce the importance of the
sample values affected by Monte Carlo noise when
applying an image-space, cross-bilateral filter. This
removes only the noise caused by randomness but
preserves important scene details. Our method can
help to greatly improve the performance of these
methods by exploiting redundant information from
samples with coherence in object space.
Cached global illumination is mainly used
to produce smoothed physically based images for
static scenes by caching and interpolating results
of lighting computations. Ref. [5] observed that
indirect irradiance typically varies smoothly. A small
number of sample points is sufficient to calculate
and cache the indirect diffuse irradiance while
keeping the error under a given threshold. Ref. [6]
introduced second order gradients (Hessians) as
a principled error bound for the irradiance; this
approach significantly outperforms the classic split-
sphere heuristic. Ref. [7] first introduced photon
mapping, in which a spatial structure called a
photon map is used to store and estimate indirect
lighting at different locations within the scene.
Ref. [8] introduced progressive photon mapping
where the global illumination solution becomes
increasingly accurate and can be visualized to
provide progressive feedback. Ref. [9] introduced
a new formulation of progressive photon mapping
based on a probabilistic approach. Ref. [10] proposed
reversed photon mapping which spreads camera
importance into the scene and evaluates photon
contributions by lookup in the importance map.
The interpolating step required inevitably introduces
bias into the image and the cache has to be reused
excessively to pay off. The filtering technique
employed by these methods cannot completely
suppress the errors, so that the images for different
frames often have inconsistent color, making the
animation flicker. Our method does not suffer from
a flickering problem, as we use a dual cone model to
give each sample a reasonable reuse weight and rate.
Interactive ray tracing focuses on optimizing
acceleration structure such as grids, kd-trees, and
BVHs (bounding volume hierarchy). Ref. [11]
proposed interactive frustum-bounded packet
tracing on a uniform grid. Tracing performance can
be accelerated by a factor of 10 by incrementally
computing the overlap of the frustum with a slice of
grid cells. Ref. [12] proposed a method to efficiently
extend refitting for animated scenes with tree
rotations. Ref. [13] proposed a ray-space hierarchy
method, which can handle truly dynamic scenes
without the need to rebuild or update the scene
hierarchy. Ref. [14] proposed a method to selectively
restructure the BVH for ray tracing dynamic scenes.
These methods optimize a different part of the
rendering pipeline from our method, so they play a
complementary role to our method in the rendering
of animated scenes.
3 Measuring incident coherence using a
dual cone
The light transport at a point in object space is




Li(x,ωi)f(x,ωo,ωi)V (x,ωi) cos θdω
(1)
where Lo is the outgoing radiance leaving shading
point x in direction ωo, Li is the incident radiance
arriving at x from direction ωi, f is the bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF), and V is
the visibility between the light source and shading
point.
The goal of the dual cone model is to provide a tool
for measuring the similarity of lighting conditions
for different locations. The model assumes that all
light sources have non-zero projected area on the
illuminated surface and have constant intensity. For
a given light source, lighting coherence between two
points can be measured as the size of the solid
angle through which the light source is visible from
both locations. Precisely computing the solid angle
for shared visibility can be quite expensive because
the projected shape on the unit sphere can be very
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complex. To make the computation practical, in the
dual cone model the projected shape of the visible
part of the light source on the unit sphere is idealised
as a disk that subtends the same solid angle as the
original shape.
Given a location x, the primary cone is defined by
three factors: (i) the direction ω to the light source,
(ii) the solid angle A subtended by the light source,
and (iii) the distance R to the light source, which we
call the light source distance. The geometry is shown
in Fig. 1. The secondary cone is constructed for any
other location x+∆x for whose similarity of lighting
conditions we wish to compare with location x. Note
that the secondary cone may not be placed exactly
at x + ∆x. The two cones have exactly the same
height and size, and are parallel to each other. The
metric of similarity is given by the ratio of the area
of the overlapping region to the surface area at the
base of the cone. To be specific, the metric is given
by C = Soverlap/Sdisk, where Soverlap is the overlap
area (the yellow region in Fig. 1) and Sdisk is the area
of the disk at the cone base. Soverlap consists of two
symmetrical bows, each of which can be computed













Fig. 1 The dual cone model. The primary cone is defined by
location x, direction ω, solid angle A, and light source distance R.
The secondary cone is constructed by moving the primary cone along
vector d, where d is the projected distance between x and x + ∆x in
the plane defined by the base of the primary cone.
blue region in Fig. 1) from the sector:











α = 2 arccos d2r
The relationship between half cone angle β and the












The overlap ratio C is finally given by
C = Soverlap
Sdisk




(arccos g − g
√
1− g2) (2)
where g = d/(2r).
The projected distance d is given by d = ||∆x −
(ω ·∆x)ω||, and the disk radius is r = R tan β, which
lets us compute g as
g = ||∆x− (ω ·∆x)ω||2R tan β (3)
Figure 2 shows the overlap ratio C for different
lighting environments. Clearly, C increases with
the solid angle A (4pi/30, 4pi/150, and 4pi/1500)
subtended by the light source, and the light source
distance R (1, 2, 4, 8, and 16). It decreases with
the projected distance d. This is consistent with
our expectation: smaller visible light sources casts
harder shadows, and larger light source distances
results in softer shadow.
4 Setup lighting environment
The dual cone model ignores the impact of the
incident light’s intensity. When comparing
Fig. 2 Overlap ratio for different light source distance R, solid angle A, and projected distance d.
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two radiance samples, it assumes that the lighting
conditions are constant. The original lighting model
must be converted to a group of area lights with low
radiance variance, in order to meet the assumption.
For image based lighting, such as an environment
map, the image is subdivided into an axis-aligned
kd-tree by recursively cutting the light intensity in
half. The leaves of the kd-tree are used as area lights,
whose intensities are approximated by the average of
all pixels each contains. In the worst case, every pixel
will be used as an area light. For extremely smooth
images, the entire image may be used as a single area
light.
The local light source is usually modeled by a
polygon, and in practice, its intensity is specified
by a constant value or a texture map. Local lights
whose intensity is determined by a texture map can
processed as image based lights as described above.
Local lights with constant intensity do not need
any change. The approach here demonstrates an
alternative for direct lighting, but for small area light
sources we still recommend the traditional approach
which samples light sources, since it is more efficient
than sampling the BSDF (bidirectional scattering
distribution function).
4.1 Exploiting intra-frame coherence
For each pixel in an image, camera ray samples
from nearby pixels are borrowed. The assumption
lying behind this is that nearby pixels have a high
probability of representing close by points in the
object. However, in some cases this assumption
may fail. First, adjacent camera rays may hit two
different objects that are far away from each other.
Second, two camera rays may hit two surfaces whose
orientations are very different. In the first case, we
project the pixel block centered at the current pixel
into object space and use the projected area as a
search region for valid neighboring pixels. To cover
the second case, we decide that if the cosine of the
angle between the two surface normals is no less than
0.9, then the two pixels can borrow sample from each
other.
Equation (4) gives the final contributions to a pixel




























(Cj · Fij) (4)
In the first line, xi is the i-th path sample for Monte
Carlo sampling, L(xi) is the incident radiance, f(xi)
is the BRDF, cos θi is a geometric factor, and p(xi)
is probability density function (PDF). In the second
line xij is the j-th neighbor of xi. L(xij), f(xij),
cos θij , and p(xij) have already been evaluated for
xij in a previous pass. The final value of xi is
evaluated by borrowing sampled values from all its
neighbors (instead of completely tracing a path).
Cj gives a weight indicating similarity of lighting




weights from all neighbors of xi. The accuracy of
the dual cone approach is approximately equivalent
to a final gathering process with M rays per pixel,
but only involves the cost of tracing one ray. After
eliminating invalid neighbors, the overlap ratio for
valid neighbors is computed using Eq. (2).
4.2 Exploiting inter-frame coherence
Since the coherence considered is in object space,
camera motion does not change the coherence, so
it is possible to re-project samples from a previous
frame to current frame. However, the camera ray
of one frame may hit a different surface from the
ray of another frame, so visibility must be rechecked
to validate samples from such previous frames.
Furthermore, the object and light can also be in
motion, so the visibility of secondary rays associated
with valid samples must also be rechecked.
In order to share samples between frames, we
render multiple frames at the same time. To store
consecutive frames, a frame buffer queue is allocated.
Frames are arranged in ascending order. The queue
size is left as a parameter for the user. One-sample-
per-pixel rendering is performed for each frame in
the queue. A sample from one frame can be reused
by any frame in the queue. The rendering process
is iteratively performed until the required number of
samples per pixel is met.
Equation (5) gives the final contributions to a pixel
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(Cbj · Fbij) (5)
where M =
∑B
b=1Mb. In this modified version of
Eq. (4), B is the size of the frame buffer queue, and
Mb is the number of samples borrowed from frame b.
4.3 The rendering framework
The dual cone model rendering process has two
passes.
1) Sampling pass. For each pixel in each frame,
we use a single gathering ray to sample radiance for
each pixel, and record the result to an image cache.
The record includes: radiance/direction/length of
sampling ray, solid angle subtended by visible light,
position and surface normal at the camera ray
intersection.
2) Rendering pass. For each pixel in each frame,
records from N ×N pixel blocks centered at the
current pixel position in every frame are used to
determine the final color. First, we trace a ray
for the current pixel to find an intersection i.
Then we validate the borrowed record, by checking
normal difference, distance, and visibility. Next, we
compute the overlap ratio C according to Eq. (2) to
weight the lighting similarity between intersection i
Algorithm - Pass 1
1 for each frame a in frame buffer queue do
2 for each pixel i in frame a do
3 Trace one camera ray from i into scene
4 Record the position and normal of intersection
5 Trace one ray based on BSDF
6 if ray missed, evaluate radiance using
7 chosen directional light, record solid angle
8 else ray is occluded
9 set radiance to zero, record solid angle
10 Record radiance, ray direction and ray length
11 end for
Algorithm - Pass 2
1 for each frame a in frame buffer queue do
2 for each pixel i in frame a do
3 Trace one camera ray to find intersection
4 for each frame b in frame buffer queue do
5 for each pixel j in N ×N block centered at i do
6 Get record from pixel j in frame b
7 Check normal, distance and visibility
8 Ignore invalid record
9 Compute C for i and j using Eq. (2)
10 Update pixel i using Eq. (5)
11 end for
12 Save contribution of pixel i in frame a
13 end for
14 end for
and the intersection cached in the record of the j-
th neighbor. Finally we sum the weighted radiance
values from records according to Eq. (5) to give the
final pixel color.
4.4 Progressive refinement
The two-pass rendering described above is essentially
an approximated version of final gathering with one
sample per pixel, while the number of gathering
rays is determined by the number of available pixel
records. It is a special case of Eq. (5) where N = 1.
Algorithm - Progressive refinement
1 Subdivide environment into N directional lights
2 Build light tree
3 Allocate frame buffer queue of size B
4 for every B frames in animation
5 Clear frame buffer queue
6 for i = 1 to n do
7 Run Pass 1
8 Run Pass 2
9 Accumulate image samples from Pass 2
10 into frame buffer
11 end for
We can simply run the rendering algorithm
multiple times, and accumulate image samples from
each iteration into the frame buffer. The result in the
frame buffer will gradually converge to the correct
value by the nature of the Monte Carlo process. The
frame sequence in the animation is split into frame
blocks with B frames. Samples are shared among
all frames in the same block, and coherence between
blocks is ignored. The total memory footprint is B
frame buffers with some extra bytes per pixel.
5 Results and discussion
We first applied our method to render a scene
showing the main stadium for the 29th Olympic
Games, consisting of 114,000 polygons. The rendered
result is shown in Fig. 3. The richness of lighting
effects is correctly captured with only 32 samples per
pixel (SPP). This result shows the robustness of our
method for a scene with complex geometry.
We then applied our method to render a working
loader which consists of 59,000 polygons, as shown in
Fig. 4. In this scene, the camera and objects are both
in motion. By sharing samples between multiple
consecutive frames, our method produces a smooth
image with only 32 samples per pixel. Plausible
shadows are ensured by rechecking visibility.
We also compared our method to image based
filtering and irradiance cache methods. All rendered
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the same scene using 32 samples per pixel. The
result is shown in Fig. 5. The image based method
can smooth the image by averaging the contribution
of nearby pixels, but it also blurs details. Using
an irradiance cache smooths the image by reusing
irradiance values in object space, but it has low
frequency artifacts where the sampling rate is not
high enough. Our method borrows and reweighs
samples from neighborhoods without introducing
blurs and artifacts.
The experiment for direct lighting using an
environment map ran on a workstation with two
Xeon R©5150 CPUs (dual core, 2.66 GHz) and
3 GB memory. The performance data for all the
experimental results are given in Table 1.
6 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have proposed a dual cone
model to reduce variance for rendering animations.
Our method reduces noise by exploiting incident
coherence of radiance samples. The samples can be
shared not only within one frame, but also between
consecutive frames. The sample record must be
validated before reuse to ensure correct shadows. To
demonstrate its effectivity, we applied our method
(a) Path tracing (b) Intra-frame (c) Inter-frame (d) Reference
Fig. 3 Rendering results for the steel structure model of a stadium: (a) path tracing result; (b) smoothed result by exploiting intra-frame
coherence; (c) smoothed result by exploiting inter-frame coherence; (d) reference image. The bottom line gives close-up detail. Images (a)–(c)
were all rendered using 32 samples per pixel.
Fig. 4 Dynamic scene of a working loader. Four views rendered by our method using 32 samples per pixel.
(Path tracing) (Bilateral ﬁlter) (Irradiance cache)
(Our method) (Reference)
Fig. 5 Performance comparison for different methods. Top left: path tracing result. Image A applies bilateral image filtering to the path
tracing result. Image B: result using an irradiance cache. Image C: result using our method. Image D: reference.
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Table 1 Performance data
Scene Triangles Resolution SPP Pass 1 Pass 2 Total time
Indoor (Fig. 5) 19,000 720× 480 32 11.72 s 56.80 s 70.54 s
Loader (Fig. 4) 59,000 720× 480 32 13.93 s 53.38 s 68.99 s
Stadium (Fig. 3) 114,000 720× 480 32 50.43 s 61.04 s 119.64 s1024× 576 32 75.48 s 87.01 s 171.36 s
to animated scenes with both a dynamic camera
and objects. Our experimental results show that
our method can produce much smoother images
than the Monte Carlo method, using very limited
samples and memory footprint. In the future, we will
combine our work with image based noise reduction
methods such as the one proposed by Ref. [4].
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